Gary “SNAPSHOT” Kohn
Traveling and listening to Beethoven
Symphony No. 9 are just a couple of
things that RSB MoCo member, Gary
“SNAPSHOT” Kohn, enjoys doing
when taking a break from the
boxing gym. Some of the most
fascinating and breathtaking sites
around the world have been
captured by the eyes and lens of this
fighter. A 360-degree panoramic
view of snow-covered mountains in
New Zealand is by far the most
amazing creation he has ever seen.
To see some of the moments in
travel that have been captured by
SNAPSHOT’s camera is to be utterly
amazed with a deep desire to know, “What is it that inspires him so?” When
asked this question, he firmly stated, “My wife, Niki. I love her enthusiasm for life,
her thirst for knowledge, her genuine interest in people. She’s loving, caring,
accepting, supportive, and loyal.” With Niki’s inspiration and the determination
often seen in his eyes while boxing at RSB MoCo, his coaches believe that Gary
“SNAPSHOT” Kohn is the best example of his philosophy on life, “Live each day to
the fullest. I’ve learned the hard way that you can’t take it for granted that you’ll
get another chance.”

When Gary sends emails to his friends and family with photos and a brief
description of his recent travels and tells them that he is boxing, they’re surprised.
Some ask, “Why boxing?” Others say, “Cool!” What SNAPSHOT wants all of us to
know is that RSB MoCo is a place where he feels he belongs: “I am there with a
small community of people with a common sense of purpose. It’s a group of
people who care about each other. It’s also the first time I can remember
enjoying exercise and looking forward to it, and even wishing there was an extra
day of the week. None of this would be nearly as enjoyable without two
wonderful coaches, Angel and Makeda, who make everyone feel so special,
treating all of us with the utmost respect and genuine interest for all of our
welfare.”

